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ABSTRACT. 

Let rp Le a quadratic differential form such that all the curves upon a hypersurface 
which satisfy rp=o are asymptotic, and g be a function of the referred curvilinear 
coordinates upon the hypersurface which makes g p an invariant form. In this paper, I 
investigate the geometrical meaning of the integral 

taken along a curve on the hypersurface and the property of the extremal curves of this 

integral, and I prove that a necessary and sufficient condition that a hypersurface may 
be represented upon a hypersurface of the second degree in such a manner that the 
asymptotic curves are in correspondence is that p may be reduced to the form 

p(uu••···•,11,,) {duf+ ...... +du!}, 

CHAPTER 

FUNDAMENTAL QUANTITIES. 

1. Consider a regular hypersurface1 (i.e. a hypersurface such that both of 
the manifoldness of points on it and the hyperplanes tangent to it are 11) 
m the 1t + 1 dimensional projective space defined by the equations 

(I) ;r,- = x,-(uu 112, •••••• , 11n), 
(i=o, 1, .••... , n+ 1), 

where the functions .r's are analytic functions of u's m a domain R. 

I J. Kanitani, These Memoires, 8, I (1925). 
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Put 
oxo OXO 

OU1 au,. 
(2) h,1 = ............ , .................. . 

(3) It = I lt,j I 

02Xn+l 

OZl;OIIJ 

Hereafter, we shall denote the determinant as on the right side of 
(2) by 

Put 
1t 

(4) <p=Z lt{1'
1

du{1' d11
1

, 

<J', --;=I 

(s) 1j>=_J__d - 3 <pdlug-lt-1 X ax ox 
2 <p 2(1t+2) 0111 ......... 011,. 

(K 1=K-1 -=K--1) 'J 'J J' . 
<1',·, f=I 

The curves which satisfy <p=O are asymptotic curves and those which 
satisfy <p = o are Darbou curves.1 

Hereafter, we shall omit the symbol of the summation ~ and denote 
the indices which shall be summed up from I to n by greek letters «, 
µ, Y, l, /I, ')I, u, i, p, etc. 
2. Consider the transformation of the curvili.near coordinates 

11;=11,-(11/, ....•• , u',.), 
(i= r, 2, ...... , n), 

W = 0(111, 112 , ..... • , u,,) =f=O. 
o(u/, 11/, ...... , 11

1
,,) 

By this transformation, we have 

Oller 011
7 lt'-•=wlt -- --, 

'J er, 011/ oz/. 
J 

ou
1 

ou
11 --. Bu/ ou1
1 

I J. Kanilaui, /oc- cit. 
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If li1be the cofactor of h,-)n the determinant I hu I divided by It, 

(6) h- hio-=6-- (6--=I 6--=0 if i=1=1'), to- 'J' tt ' 'J ' 

(7) 

Put 
E-. = K- K- ,,>-µ,ta-, 'J z>.o- ;µ,n n, 

Then 

', au.. ou,,. 
E--=E --. 

l j ()'t Olf/ CU ! 
J 

Let p be any constant and put 

I 

h 

Enl +Phnl En2+ pltnz ... ,, ... ,E:,,. + phn,. 

=E + pE1+ p2E2+ ......... +p"-1En-l + p," 
Then we have 

E' = E, E/ = --1
--E. 

,z,vn i 

3. Next, consider the transformation 

x,-'=A::r; 

(i=O, 11 ...... , ll + 1) 

where A is an analytic function of 11' s in the domain R. 
By this transformation, we have 

It'- -=J..n+2h .. 
'J 'J' 

lt' = ;..n<n+2) h, 

K:1,=J.."+2K,".jl' 

l/ij=;._ -(n+2)1t/J 

E/j=E,-j. 

Therefore, the differential forms 

l l 

(E,-) ,,_,. <p, (E,-) ,,_,. 1P, E .. ,,. duo- du,,. 

remain unchanged by any projective transformation of the hypersurfacc 
and by any transformation of the curvilinear coordinates and also by the 
multiplication of the point coordinates by any common factor. 



CAHPTER II 

l'ROJECTIVE LINE ELEMENTS. 

4. Suppose that a congruence of (n - 1 )-flats ( a system of oo" (n - 1 )

flats) is associated with the hypersurface in such a manner that to any 
point on the hypersurface corresponds one and only one (n- 1)-flat which 
lies in the tangent hyperplane at this point. 

The (n - 1 )-flat corresponding to the point JJ (x) on the hypersurface 
may be determined by the n points 

B;(«;(.r)+( ox ) ). (i-= r, 2, ....•. , 11). 
011,-

Lct H,,+ 1 (y) be a point which s:ttisfies 

IB B, ......... B,. H,,+1 I= I 
Then we have the equations of the form 

l
dB = -«.,. du.,.+du.,. B.,. 

(1) dB~=d0,-.B + dfJ,-JJ+ ...... d0,-,,+,nnf-l 

(z = 1, 2, ...... , 11) 

where d0,-j are Pfaffian expressions.1 

From (1) we have 

(2) 

-1 X OX .••.•• ox 
0111 011,, 

=It,-.,. du.,., 

o=(o, d) B 

=(-o(a.,. du.,.) +d(et.,. fill.,.)+du.,. o0.,.
0 
-ou.,.-;/0u 0 )B + ..... . 

where terms not written are linearly dependent on 

B1, B2, •••• •• , B11+ 1, and accordingly 

(
3
) 00,-0 _ o9 f, = oet,- _ oet. f 

011 f 011; Olf j CU; 

If the point B moves along a curve on the hypcrsurface, the 
corresponding (n - 1 )-flat generates a hypersurface which we shalJ call a 
hypersurface of the congruence. 

1 In this and the subsequent ch~pters I will use the absolute differentiai calculus due lo 
M. Rene Lagrange. (Ann. Toulouse, ser. 3, vol. 14, (1922) pp. J-6g) and denote 
Pfa11an expressions by dw, dn, di, etc. instead of w, fl, e, etc. 
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Through the (n- I )-flat B1 132 ...... B,, pass oo" hypersurfaces of the 
congruence. Any one of these surfaces which has the property that the 
tangent hyperplanes to it at all the points on JJ1 132 ...... JJ,. are the same, 
may be called the developable hypersurfaces of the congruence. 

Any point on the (n- I )-flat B 1 JJ2 ...... B,, may be put in the form 

P =f11B1 + ............ + p,,B" 

and from (1) we have 

dP=p<T d01T0 B+ ............ +p<T dt)<Tn+IB1t+1' 

where terms not written are linearly dependent on 131, B 2 , ...... , Bu. 
The tangent hyperplane at P to a hypersurface of the congruence 1s 

determined by the n t- I points 

Bw·····, 13,,, µIT d01T0 B+µIT d011 ,,+I B,,+I• 

Therefore, the curves corresponding to the clcvelopable hypersurfaces 
arc determined by the equations 

_ d0n, _ ............ --~-p. 
d0,,, ,,+1 

From (5) we have 

8010 - phll ......... ~0Io - plzln 
Olli ou,. 

=o. 

(6) 

A system of the equations of the form 

du1 _ du2 _ _ du,, 
---- ......... ---, 

Pi P2 Pn 
where p's are am.lytic functions of u's in the domain considered, 
define3 a system of 00"~ 1 curves such that through any point on the 
hypersurface passe., a curve which belongs to it. We shall call such 
system the family of curves. 

Since (6) is an eqtntion of the degree n with respect to p, there are 
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n families of the curves which correspond to the developable hypersur
faccs of the congruence. 

Let p1, p2 be any two roots of (6) and 

d111 : du2 : •••••••••••••••••• : du,,, 
0111 : 0112 : .................. : 011,. 

be the two directions corresponding to these roots. 
Then we have. 

d0,-.=p1 d0,-,,+o 
o0;o =pz 00;,,+1, 
durr o9rr0 -011rr d0rr,=(p1-p2) !trrT durr ouT. 

Therefore, if 

oa,. 8;xf (.. ) --=--, z, J= r, 2, .••••• , 11, 
811.,- 8u,-

any two curves of the s:iid families issuing from a point on the given 
hypersurface are conjugate to each other. 

If a congruence of (n - r )-flats associated with the hypersurface in 
the said manner satisfies condition (7 ), we shall say this congruence is 
conjugate to the hypersurface. 
5. Assume that condition (7) is satisfied and « to be a function which 
satisfies 

d loga=Cl.rr durr. 

Then the coordinates of the point n,. are of the form 

ologa (x)+(~). (i=I, 2, ...... , n). 
811,- 811,-

Jf we make the transformation 

x/=ilx,., 
we have 

i{ 8/oga (x)+(~)}= 8jog (~)(x')+(~) 
du,- 811,- cu,- A 811; 

and if we make the transformation 

we have 

11/=11/ (u!J 112, •••••• , 1111), 

(i= r, 2, ...... , 11), 

_ojoga __ (x)+( Bx )=ou'rr I Blog
1
« (x)+(/z,~,)j. 

811,- 011; 811,- 011,r {) V 

Accordingly, the (n- 1 )-flat of the congruence corresponding to the 
point R(.r) may be determined by the 11 points 
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B;( ologa (x)+(~). (i=I, 2, ...... , n). 
811,.' Bu/ 

Therefore, if a congruence of (n - I )-flats conjugate to the hypersurface 
is given, we can determine a function a which becomes a/A, if we 

multiply the point coordinates of the points on the hypersurfaces by a 

common factor ;,., and which remain unaltered by any transformation of 
the curvilinear coordinates. 

Reciprocally, if a function a which has such a property is given, we 

can determine a congruence of (n - I) fb.ts conjugate to the hypersurface, 

by making correspond the (n - I) flat determined by the n points 

B,.( o!oga (x)+(~)) (i=I, 2, ...... , n) 
\ OU; OU; 

to the point B(x) on the hypersurface. 
]f \VC put 

g 

then grp is an invariant form. 
Reciprocally, if /) is a function which makes 0rp an invariant form, 

we can determine by the function µ such that 

fi = 2 :,,+ 2'V1t Vtf 
a congruence of (n - I )-flats conjugate to the hypersurface by the way 

above mentioned. 
\Ve shall call the quantity ds defined by the equation 

ds2=0rp 

a projective line element and the congruence of (n - I )-flats determined 

by the function fi the congruence subjected to this projecfr,:e line element. 

6. The quadratic differential form grp may be reduced to th~ sum of 

the squares of the n independent Pfaffian expressions. 
Let 

(7) dw,-=a,-cr ducr 

be the;;c Pfaffian expressions. Then we have 

o-h- -=a . a . 
D 'J <I' O'j 

I a- ·1- 11 u"lt 'J -V ,-, 

Let a'/ be the cofactor of a,j in the determinant I a,-.i I divided by the 

value of this determinant. Then we have 



Put 
,.(f . i 

k- •1= er I( a al,,. a, P 'J ,,, <f'T,) 

C· . E ,.(f /,,. 
1 ;= cr-r a a 

Then we have 

t;tti=f.:cr dw dw dw , 
c:: I T

1
) (J' T f:, 

I-!,' du du = e dw dw 
U'T a' T <f'T Cf T' 

e. -=k- k. 'J '<f'T j<f'T" 

?. We shall call any system of n Pfaffian expressions dSJ1, df,)~ .. .... , 
d Qn which satisfy 

K<p=dD;+ ...... +dD;, 
fu nclamental. 

The neccs.:;ary and sufficient condition that a system of n Pfaffi:lll 
expressions 

(8) dw/=q~ dwcr, (i= 1, 2, ...... , n), 

(j~- being analytic function of u's in the domain R, be fundamental is that 

(9) qf q~.=6,-j· 
From (9) we have 

I ,. 12 qi = I. 

Assume that the functions q~- arc so chosen that 

I q~· I= I. 
Then we have from (8) 

dw,-=qf dw/. 

8, Let /(111, ...... , 11
11

) be any function of u's. 
Then 

w oif 'T<f 
df=-:;-du =--a dw . 

011 cr cr Bu cr ,,. 

Denote by the symbol the sum 
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Then we have 

df= of dw ow <J'. 
(]' 

Any Pfaffian expressions d Q may be put m the form 

dSJ=b dw 
(]' (]' 

BQ vVe shall also denote b; by -_:;----- so that \Ye han' 
( 'i'L'; 

fJQ 
dQ=--dw. ow (]' 

(]' 

From the equation 

we have 

9. Put 

(10) 

(rr) 

o.f _ i« Bf 
---a --

B,c•1 011J 

Then we have 

(r2) 

( r3) 

( r4) 

(rs) 

( r6) 

<TlJk+ <Tjik=O, 

"iJk+ T jit=O, 

T 1u-T;1,j=<T;J1,;, 

(o, d) w,-=a-Aµi dw" owµ, 

(~ _a_)f =a-;_ of , 
aw/ ow . J"ll aw 

J "JI. 

-( ob-;,. obµ ) r I ~ (o, d) [J_ -----+bpa-l\,P du."llow. 
ow ow . I-' 

µ A 

If by a transformation of the fundamental system to which we refer, 
a m-u"'le system of the quantities X, r (r1, •••... , rm= r, 2, .••.•• , n) 

r 1i••···· "' 

defined by a sequence of operations is transformed to the system 
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X',·, ...... r,, (rw••···, r,,.= r, 2, .••..• , n) which is connected to the original 
system by the equations 

X I 1'1 r2 1' X 
r r = q q · • •• · • .. q "' r ,r • • • • • ·,r • l•••••• ,1: U'l o- 2 <T,,, I 2 111 

we shall call this system to be covariant. 
lf Xri ...... r,,, be an element of a m-uple system, we shall call the 

quantity defined by the equation 

ax. 
'll••••••r,,., -

owh 

the absolute partial derivative of x;.
1 
•••••• ,·,,, and the quantity defined by 

the equation 

the 

In virtue of ( 2 1 ), we know that the assemblage of all the partial 
derivatives of all the clements of a covariant system forms also a 
covariant system. 

The absolute diff.::rentiation obeys the following laws. 

10. From (15) and (16) we have 

(25) ~(d11·,-)-d (ow;)=o, 
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(26) 

Put 

Then we have 

- ax - ax _a ( 1'J ...... rm )--a ( si ...... sm_) 
owi OW; ow,- owi 

= (S, d) xrl•····•rnt __ l'r • . x 
dw- OW• of•J ri ...... rcr_,pr,,.+:·····1·,,,, 

' J 

(30) l';;:i,+l'pu=O, 

(31) i;p.-1+iu11,=o, 

(32) l';/u + i,-.-u+ iui,, =o, 

(33) i'i1'!.1=q~ qt q; q~ i,..µ,,· 

CHAPTER Ill 

FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS. 

11. Let us denote by A not only a point on the hypersurface but its 
coordinates multiplied by <X. Then the (n - r )-flat corresponding to A of 
the congruence subjected to the projective line element gcp, is determined 
by the n points 

BA 
A,-=--. (i= r, 2, ..•••• , 11) 

OW; 

Consider the point 

I 
A,,+1=-

11 

Then 

BA BA A-...... -
1l ow1 aw,, 



a''" a"µ 
11]1 /1 ,.,.,, . ,.., 

1l 

I Ience, any point JJ1 in the space may be expressed in the form 

/II =A 0 A+Ai Al+ ............ tA,,+1 A,,+1• 

Suppose that the points dA, dA,-, (i=I, 2, ...... , 11), dA,.,.1 arc 
expressed in the form 

I 

dA=dwoo A+dwol A,+ ......... +dw,,,, A,,+1, 

( 2 ) d A,~.~~~~:~.~~.~~~'.'.~.'+ ......... +dw,,, A,,+1, 

dA,,+1=thun+loA+ ......... +dw,,+1, n+l A,,+1, 

where d,vu arc Pfaffian expressions. 
We shaJl call the equations (2) the fundamental equations. 
Evidently, 

(3) dw00 =dw01,=o, 

(4) dw,,,-=dw,-. (i=I, 2, ...... , 11). 

From (2) we have 

(5) dw,-,,= I A Al' ..... A,, dA,- I 

(2') 

i_r 
a =-~-

Vhg" 
BA 8A 

A-...... -
0111 811,. 

The necessary and sufficient condition that the system of the total 
differential equations (2') and accordingly (2) m:ty be complctclyi ntegrablc, 

is that the equations 

(6) (o, d) A=o, 

(7) (f, d) A,-=o, (i= I, 2, ...... , 11), 

(8) (o, d) A,,+1 = o. 

follow as the conoequence of ( 2 ). 

The equation (6) is equiv:dcnt to 
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( 9) dw(J' &u(J'k-ow(J' dwck=O. 

From (9) we have 

(ro) 

From (2) and (5) we have 

(II) 

From 

BA; _ aw,., 
aw; aw1 

(ro) we have 

A+ + ow,-,, A ' " A ••••••••• --- nlc.,i/ ntl• 
aw1 

aw(J'k 
---=O. (h=o, 1, ...... , 11) 

aw(]' 

From (4), (5) and (11) we have 

where terms not written are linearly dependent on A, Au ...... , A,. 
But 

a (BA,.)- a (oA,-)=-t- --A 
aw,. awl awl OW; t).Jl ).. 

Therefore, we have 

ndA,,+1=•······••+(dw(J'(J'+dw,,f-l, nf-1) 11,.f-l 
and accordingly 

(n- 1) dw,,+1 =d7v(J'(J' + dwntl, n I• 

On the other hand, we have 

o=d I A A 1 ...... A,, A,,+1 I 
=dw(J'(J'+dw,<-1.1 ,.1-1o 

Hence, we have 

dw,,+1, ntl =O. 

13. In virtue of (28) in article I O, the system of the equations (7) u 
eL1uiva!ent to 

11+1 

T(dw;,)- d(iw,)+ Z (dw,.(J' &-.va 0 -8w,-(J' dw(J'J=o, 
C=l 

+ r,if>.µ dw>- owµ=o, 

(15) dw,-(1' cw(]' - OW;(]' dw(J' =o. 
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From (15) we have 

~whi __ owhf (, ) 
_ ,t= 1, 2, ...... , Jl 

OWj OW; 

From (10) and (16) we have 

CW•· OW1·· __ ,;_=--'-. 
ow,, aw,, 

From (2) we have 

d2A=dw{TdwooA+ ldw{TdwcT+ d(dwT) }AT+dw{T dw{T A,.t1, 

d 3A= .............. + {dwu dwT dwuT+¾ d(dw<r dw")} A"+'' 

where terms not written are linearly dependent on A, A2, ...... , A,. 
From (19) we have 

-dwu dwu dw<rT=g·ip=kcTp dwu dwT dwp 

and accordingly, 

(20) 

From 

(21) 

14. From 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

ow-• 
--'~

1
- = -k;ft• 

ow1 
(12) and (20) we have 

k<T<;=O. 

(14) we have 

7ik;11 _ 7J k;J.1 + 6 . ( OW;, 
2--- 2--- Jl 

ow,, GWh oW1 

-6/lt( 
ow,._ OWn+Ii )-€,. ( 
ow, 

a ,,, 
w, 

+&u( owfo OW,,+1f )-
OWh 

-o, 
ow" 

zku,u k J1u - 2kilu kihJ' + 2iu,,t 

+611( awiu_ + OW,,+1j )-&//,( 
ow,, aw, 

Bwntli 

ow" 
OW;0 

aw, 

aw,-0 

aw, + 

+&·-( owiu + OW,,+1f )-c,-z ( OWJ" + 
"' aw, aw, aw,, 

) 
aw,.+lj 

awl 

OW,,+1 i 
ow, 

OWn+Ij 
aw,, 

) 

) 
)=o. 
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From (21) and (23) we have 

(25) 

From 

(26) 

From ( 26) we have 

From ( 1 3) we have 

(28) 

6- OW,,+1, 0 

,k ,:;, 
uw, 

From (28) we have 

CHAPTER IV 
PIWJECTlVE NORMALS GEODESIC CURVES. 

15. Any point iv£ on the hypersurface in the vicinity of A is given by 
the equation 

M=A+dA+½d2A+!d3A+ ..... . 

-=A[1 +½dw" dwc 0 + ...... 

+A,Jdw,_+½{dw" dwc,_+ :l(dw,.)}+ ...... ] 

+A,,+i[½dw" dwa+Hdw" dw-r dw0-r+Jd(dw" dw")} + ...... ] 
Let (z)) z2, ... ••• , z,,) be nonsymmetrical coordinates referred to the 

system [A; Au ...... , A,,+1].1 Then 

{

z,-=dw,-+½{dw,,. dw,,.,-+ d(dw,-)}+ ..... . 

(r) (i= 1, 2, .•.•.. , n) 

z,,+ 1 =½dw,,. dw,,.+t;{dw,,. dw-r dw0 -r+Jd(dw" dw,,.)}+ ..... . 

I J ,iy6 Kanilani, foe. cit. 
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The cqu:.itions ( r) give for the development in the power series of 
z 1 , •••• •• , z,, to the third degree, 

z,,+1=½(z1
2 + ...... +z;)+ik,r.-pz,r z,. zp+ ..... . 

Let (g0 , g1, •••••• , g,,+1) be projective coordinates referred to the 
coordinate frame of reference whose vertices and unit point are respectively 

A, A1, •••••• , A,,+1, A+A1 + ...... +A,,+1. 

Then the osculating quadric at A is 

go g,,+1 = Hg12+ •···•• + i!+ agu2.1). 
Therefore, the line AAn+i is reciprocal to the (n- I )-flat /11 /12 ...... A,.. 

We shall call this line the projective normal subjected to the projective 
line clement given by the equation 

(2) ds2=dw/+ ......... +dw;.. 
16. The tangent hyperplane to a developabie hypersurface of the con
gruence subjected to the projective line element given by (2) which passes 
through A1 A 2 •••••• A,, is determined by the points 

A 11 A2, •••••• , A,,, p;A + A,,+ 1, 

where p; is a root of the equation 

Since 

OW ,ro 
p =---=o, 

tT aw 
(J' 

lzvlv 
=O 

aw,, 

the point A,,+1 is the harmonic conjugate of A with respect to the n 
points at which the n tangent hyperplanes at any point on A1 A 2 •••••• A,. 
to the n developable hypersurfaces p:.issing through A1 A2 •••••• A,.. 
17 The assemblage of the projective normals at all the points on the 
hypersurface forms a congmence. When the point moves on a curve on 
the hypersurface, the projective normal at A generates a surface which 
we shall call a surface of the congruence. Through AA,,+1 pass co" 

surfaces of the congruence. Any one of them such that the tangent 
planes to it at all the points on AA,,+ 1 are the same may be called the 
developable surface of the congruence. 

The curves corresponding to the developable surfaces are defined by 
the equations 
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d1.vn+t, I - ....... = dwn+l, 1J. 

dw1 dw,. 

By the same method as in article 4, we can prove that through 
AAn+i pass 1z developab!e surfaces of the congruence and that two curves 
corresponding to any two of them are c01tjugate to each other. 
18 The equation of a quadric of the n - I dimensions on the tangent 
hyperplane at A which touches the cone of the asymptotic tangents at A 
over the variety at which it intersects with A1 A 2 •••••• A,. is of the form 

k2;;+ ;I+ ...... +;;= o. 

If this quadric is regarded as the absolute, the distance d between 
A and a point on the tangent hyperplane at A in the vicinity of A, is 

k k ·v 2 2 J , l , + z .z1 + ...... + z,, 
a=~ o"' --:-----:-::-;:::;;====:::-:--

2i bk ·v 2 2 -t z1 + ...... +zn 

=Vzf + ...... +.z; + .............. . 
where Zr,••····, z,, are the nonsymmetrical coordinates of the point referred 
to the system [A; A 0 •••••• , A,,]. 

Now, let P be a point on the hypersurface i11 the vicinity of A, and 
Q be the projection of P from a p::>int on AA,,+ 1 upon the tangent 
hyperplane at A, then we have 

V 2 2--Vd2 d2 z1 + ...... +z,.- w1 + ...... t iv,.+ ..... . 

Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
Let 

Iii =fi(t), .................. , 11,,=f,,(t), 

be the equ:1tions of a curve on t/1e hyper surface and P 0 , P 1, •••••• , P,. be 
the points on this cur-.1e whi"clt correspond to the values t0, t0 •••••• , t,. 
oft such t/zat 

t.<ti< ············<t,.. 
Let Q; (1:::c::;i~n) be the projection of P,. f,om a point on tlte 

projective normal at P,._1 subjected to the projectii1e line element given 
by (2) upon tlie tangent hyperplane at P,._1 and d; be the distance 
between P,._1 all(/ Q,. in tlze case where a qt1adric of the n- I 

dimensions on the tangent hyperplane at P;_1 which touches the cone 
of the asymptotic ta11gents at P;_1 01,1er the variety at which it 
intersects with the (n- 1)-flat corresponding to P,._ 1 of the congruence 
sul?fec!ed to the projrctii•e line element given by (2) is tlze absolute. 
Then 
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.'1 s=j Vdw;+ ...... +dw;=lim (d1 + ...... +dn) 
1., 1,.-t,._1_0 

19. Let us call the extremal curves of the integral 

s= JVdw~+ ...... +dw;, 

the geodesic curves. 
The equations of the geodesic curves are 

{at} ducr du.,. ·-o 
+ i ds ds - ' 

(i= 1, 2, ...... , n), 

where { if} are Cristoffel symbols formed with respect to g<p. 

In virtue of (IO) in article 9, we have 

(5) 

.. "] aacr/ 
['.{_ =071.i aµ.iavk tµ.'JJJ,. + {T,rk -8--, 

u,-

From (3) and (5) we have 

(6) d(dw,-)=dw" dwµ. t,-":•· 
In virtue of (6), we have 

tl(dw,-)=d(dw,-)-i,-",,. dii\ thv,,.=o. 

Therefore, the equations of the geodesic curves may be written 

(J) d(dw,-)=o. (i= 1, 2, ...... , 11). 

20. Consider a family of curves defined by the equations 

du, _ d111. _ _ du,. ------ ........................ ---
Pi P2 Pn 

which arc not asymptotic. Let C be a curve of this family which passes 
through A. 

Choose the fundamental system to which we refer so that the 
equation of the above family of the curves becomes1 

dw-J=dw3= ...... dw,.=o. 

The osculating plane of the curve C at A is determined by the 
points 

1 Joy<) Kanitani, /oc. cit. 
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1l 

A, A1, I (-k110'+i10'1)AO'+A,,+1. 
0'=2 

The (rt - 2 )-flat reciprocal to this osculating plane 1s determined by 
the u - I points 

(-km+ t121)A + A2, ...... , (k11,.+ t1,,1)A + An-

The characteristic of the curve C at A is the intersection of the 
three hyperplanes 

IM A Ai ............ A,, I =O, 
d I MA A 1 ............ A,, I =o, 

d 2 I M A A['•• ......... An I =o, 
where M is a current point in the space and d denotes the differentiation 
along the curve C. 

This intersection may be determined by the three hyperplanes 

1 lvI A Al' .......................... An I =o, 
I M A An+l A 2 .................. A,. I = O, 

1 M Ai An+l A 2 .................. A,. I 

n 

+ I (-k110'+ t0'11) I MA A11+1 A2 ...... A<T_ 1A1A<T+x ...... A,,J =o. 
0'=2 

and, accordingly, by the n- 1 points 

(k1u+tl:ll)A+A2 , ...... , (k11,,+i1,,1)A+A,, 

A line 1 which p'.lsses through A and through the point 

intersects the characteristic and the reciprocal of the osculating plane at 
the points 

1Z. 

I µO' {AO'+(krn+t121)A} 
0'=2 

and 
1l 

I µO' {AO'+(-k112 +i121)A} 
0'=2 

respectively. 
The harmonic conjugate of A with respect to these two points ts 

n 

I µO' (AO'+i 121A). 
0'=2 
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If the line I moves about A in the (n - 1 )-flat conjugate to C at A, 
this point generates a (n-2)-flat which is determined by the n-1 points 

•mA+Aw·····, •1,.t+A,. 
and which we shall call harmonic (n- 1)-flat of C at A. 

If C is a geodesic curve, we have 

•211 =•311 = •••••• =•ntl =O. 

Therefore, we know that the harmonic (n-2)-jlat of a geodesic 
c11r~1e at any point A on it lies in the (n- l)-flat corresponding to A 
of the congruence subjected to the referred projective line clement. The 
relation dual to it is also true: the plane 1·cciprocal to the harmonic 
( n- 2 )-flat of a geodesic c11ri1e at any point A on it passes througlt 
the projectfre normal at A. 

21. Suppose that all the ( n - 1 )-flats of the congruence subjected to the 
projective line element ( 2) arc upon a hyperplane. In this case, the 2n 
points Aw·····, A,., dA1, •••••• , dA,, must be on a hyperplane whatever 
the values of dwi,•• . ... , dw,. may be. 

Suppose that this hyperplane is determined by the points 

A11 A2, •••••• , A,,, AA+µA,.+1• 

Then we have 

{ 
µ OW;0 i, 

OW; 
(8) 

OW;. 

aw, =o, if i=t= J. 

From (8) we have 

ow ,ro 
0 

and, accordingly, 

aw,.o - (. ) --- -0. t= 1, 2, ...... , 1l. 
OW; 

Therefore, in virtue of (29) in the article 13, \\'e have 

(9) dw;.-0 =0. (k=I, 2, ...... , n+ 1). 

Reciprocal:y, if the condition (9) is satisfied, the points .A1, A 2, •••••• , 

A 11 +1 lie always upon a fixed hyperplane. 

In fact, if this condition is satisfied, \\·e have the follo\\'ing completely 
integrable system of the total differential equations. 
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(10) 

Let 
I dA,-=~W;-;,.. +i,->..p dwP)A-;,.. +dw,- A,,+1,(i= r, 

dA,,+ 1 -dw,,H >.. A>... 

( (I) (2) (n +I)) ( . I 2 + ) y,-,y,-, ...... ,y; t=, , ...... , 1l I 

2, ...... 11), 

be n+ I independent system of the solutions of (10). Then any system 
of the solutions of (IO) ( Y0 ), ...... yc,,+1

)) may be put in the form 

n+1 
yu,= }J Ccry~) 

rr=I 

Now, if the coordinates ·of the points A, Ai,, ..... , A,,+ 1 arc 

(t0 , t1, ...... , t,,+ 1), 

(t~i), t/i)_ .. ... , t,;~\), (i =I, 2, ...... , 1l t I) 
then 

(t~!), t~'!),., .... , /C".J1)) (J=o, 1, 2, ...... , n+ 1) 

arc (11+2) systems of the solutions of (ro). 
Accordingly, we have 

tu)= C . J,c,> 
J Jcr er • 

Therefore, the points A1, ...... , A,,p are on the hyperplane 

22. If 

then 

C,l"""('o ,:fl 

ell ...... cl ,,p 

dw,. 0 =0, (k=I, 2, ...... , n+r) 

(r, o, o, ...... , o) 
1s a system of the solutions of (IO). 

But 

=O 

(ti,t~) ...... , t(";-1
)) (j= o, I, 2, ...... , 11 t I) 

are 11 + 2 independent systems of the solutions. 

Hence we have 

l=C0 t0 +C1t1+ ...... -f Cn+Iln+i) 

=«(C. x,+ cl X'1 + ...... t C,, X,,+1), 

Therefore, we know that the congruence of the (n - I )-flat conjugate to 
the hypersurface such that all the (n - I) -flats of it are upon a fixed 
hyperplane, is determined by the function 
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I 
«=-----------

C, x,+ •••••• + Cn+I Xn+I 

where the C's are constants. 

CHAPTER V 
IIYPERSURFACES WHICH CAN BE REPRESENTED UPON A HYPERSURFACE 

OF THE SECOND DEGREE SO THAT THE ASYMPOTIC 
CURVES ARE IN CORRESPONDENCE. 

23. The equation referred to the nonsymmetrical coordinates of :m 
osculating quadric at the point A is of the form 

z11+1 =½(z ~+ ...... + z;. + az!+i) + z,,+1 (a1 z1 + ...... +a,, z,,) 
which gives for the development of z,,+1 in the power series of z1, •••••• , z,, 
to the third order 

z,,+1 = ½(z;+ ...... +z;.) + ½(z~+ ...... +z;.) (111 z1 + ...... +a,, z,,) + ..... . 
If the given hypersurface is a quadric, there must be a quadric 

which has the contact of the third order with the given hypersurface, 
and accordingly we have 

(1) a,-=k11,-=k2~,.······=kn1,;, 

k,-il,=o. (ict=J=t=k). 

From (1) we have 

a-=-1
-k •=O Z (J'(J'l • 

1l 

Therefore, we know that if the given hypersurface 1s a quadric, we 
must have 

(2) k,-p,=o. (i, J, k= 1, 2, ...... , n). 

Next, suppose that the condition (2) arc satisfied. 
Denote by 11 the hyperplane tangent to the given hypersurface at A 

as well as its hyperplane coordinates multiplied by a common factor 
properly chosen and put 

Ba (. 
a,-=--, z= J, 2, •••... , ow,. 

8a(1' 
a,,+1=---

8w,r 

11), 

Then a, a 1, ...... , an+i also satisfy the system of the fundamental 
equations ( 2) in article 11.1 But 

I J l'.lyf, Kanitani, /oc. cit. 
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(t.i, t.1,<1
) ...... , t/"+I)) (i=o, 1, ...... , n+ 1) 

are n + 2 independent systems of the solutions of the system of fundamental 
equations 

Therefore, if 

(7;,Tr, ...... , T,.+r) 

be the hyperplane coordinates of a, we have 

(
3
) l ~~~.~~-.~~.~~~~.~1·~······:.·.·.~ Con+1t,,+1, 

T,,+I = C,.+1, o to+""" ... + Cn+1, n+l fn+l 

From (3) we have 

n+r 11+1 
O= JE tu J',, = JE Cu,,. tut,,.. 

0"=0 O", "T:c::0 

Therefore, the given surface is a quadric. 

24. On a hypersurface of the second degree, choose a projective line 
element so that all the (n - I )-flats of the congruence subjected to it are 
on a fixed hyperplane. Then we have 

(
i, j, I= 1, 2, ...... , 11 ) 

h= 1, 2, ...... , 11 + I 
From (23), (24) in article 13 and these equations we have 

•;.iJz=o, (i=1=j=1=k=1=l) 

•;.f!.i=o, (i=1=j=1=k) 

ow,,+1 ,- , (z'->-;') •i.f.ii ....... 
i:-Zt'z• 

aw OW,,+1 O' 
,i+I i ----=0. 

ow,- 1l aw(]' 
Therefore, the fundamental equations become 

dA=dw'A AM 

dA;=•,'>•p dwP A'A + dw,- A,,+1, (i= 1, 2, ...... , n) 

dA,,+ 1=0dA. 

From the last equation we have 

_ a r aA,.+l) a ( aA,..i-1 )- ae 
O- 011.i \ au,. - Oll; 011.i - OU.f 

aA ae 
OU; Olt; 

and accordingly, 
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aa 
--=o. (i= r, 2, ...... , n) au; 

Therefore, 0 is constant. 
Put 

B=k 
Then, by the theorem of R. Lagrange/ we can choose the curvilinear 

coordinates so that 

dwf+ ............ +dw; 

_ 1 duf+ ...... +du;, 
-:! 2 2 l ut+ ...... +11,,-,~ 

25. Suppose that a hypersurface 5 is represented upon another hypersur
face 5 1 in such a manner that the asymptotic curves are in correspondence. 
Choose the curvilinear coordinates in such a manner that the correspond
ing points on 5 and 5t corresp:md to the same values of them. Then 

µlz,) 1)=/t;J, (i,j=I, 2, ...... , n), 

where /1,-/1
) denotes the quantities on St, 

If 

ds2=gh," du,, du" 

1s an invariant form, 

dsf= µg It//) du,, d11,, 

is also an invariant form, and we have 

ds2=dsi. 

Therefore, a necessary and sufficient condition that a hy/crsurface 
S may be represented to a lzJ,persuiface of the second degree in such 
a manner that the asymptotic cun.ies are in correspondence z's that the 
form cp may be reduced to the form 

p(duf + ............ +du;,) 

wliere p i"s a fuJZction of u's. 

This condition may be written as foJlows. 2 

•,-11,,-=o, (i =4=j=4=k=4=!) 

I Loe. cit. 

I 
•;1u=----i,\J·,\1, (i=4=}=4=l). 

11-2 

2 R. Lagrange, /or. rit. 
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a.llillj - I aillillj 

71- I OW,- n- I OW/ 

I fJ 'f llµl\,u 

2(11- 1)(11-2) owi 
(i =1=}). 
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